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On Friday 17th November 2006, in the context of Les Belles Etrangères, Professor Dunstan Ward invited 
Vincent O’Sullivan to speak of his work and read some of his poems. The following is a written transcription 
of the session , which was introduced by David Shepheard, Director of the University of London Institute 
in Paris. This written version of the talk has been revised for improved coherence and readability. 

David Shepheard: I would like to welcome you all, and particularly to welcome our two guests, Professor 
Vincent O’Sullivan, from New Zealand, a University scholar but also, and that is the reason why he is here 
today, a poet, novelist and playwright who is going to talk about his work. The other guest is Anne Mounic 
from the University of Paris III, who is also, in her own line, a novelist, poet and critic. The reason for her 
being here tonight is that she has translated some of Vincent O’Sullivan’s poems and stories into French. This 
reading this afternoon is organised in the context of an annual event, les Belles Etrangères Nouvelle-Zélande 
2006. A group of New Zealand writers, a delegation, are coming to Paris and the rest of France, promoting 
and making better known their work to the French public. This event is organised by the Centre national 
du Livre.
 Now I would like to hand over to Professor Dunstan Ward, who is Professor of English here at the 
Institute, who will say a few more introductory things as a way of setting the scene for what you are about 
to hear from our two guests.

Dunstan Ward: Thank you very much, David. Ladies and gentlemen, it is a great pleasure for me to intro-
duce Vincent O’Sullivan, who is New Zealand’s most famous living writer. He is also, as you gathered from 
Dr Shepard’s introduction, an extraordinary versatile writer, poet, short story writer, novelist, playwright, 
biographer, as well as editor and critic. In all these different literary genres, and fields, Vincent O’Sullivan’s 
work is essentially that of a poet, and I think Anne Mounic would agree. Since his first collection of verse in 
1965, he has published thirteen more volumes, two of them winning recently New Zealand’s Book Awards, 
a volume called Seeing You Asked (1998) and a very O’Sullivanist title, Nice Morning for It, Adam (2004). 
His latest collection, called Blame Vermeer is due out next year.
 Vincent O’Sullivan’s fiction is informed by the themes and the preoccupations of his poetry, Yeats’s 
great trio of love, sex, and death, themes of betrayal and loss, the relation between art and reality, the visio-
nary moment amidst the flux of time. It is a unifying view of life, and I know here again that Anne agrees, 
that is fundamentally religious in the wider sense. The latest of Vincent’s collections of short stories, Pictures 
by Goya, was published by Penguin earlier this year. He has published two novels; his first full scale novel 
was Let the River Stand, in 1993, followed in 1998 by Believers to the Bright Coast. And he is now working 
on a new novel.
 The dramatic element in Vincent O’Sullivan’s poetry, particularly memorable in Butcher and Co 
and The Butcher Papers, books that came out in 1977 and 1982, found its expression in the theatre with six 
plays that came out following Shuriken in 1983. These plays included Jones & Jones, which is about Kathe-
rine Mansfield and her friend Ida Baker, and has musical elements in it.
 Vincent O’Sullivan is the leading authority on Katherine Mansfield, who is New Zealand’s most 
internationally celebrated writer. He is at present completing the sixth and final volume of his invaluable and 
monumental edition of Mansfield’s Collected Letters, published by Oxford, The Clarendon Press. Another 
New Zealand writer, the novelist John Mulgan was the subject of a biography by Vincent O’Sullivan, Long 
Journey to the Border, in 2003. He is now embarked on the life of a New Zealand artist, Ralph….. .
 Vincent O’Sullivan is Emeritus Professor at Victoria University of Wellington and one of his 
country’s most eminent academics. After studies at Oxford and, before that, at Auckland, he lectured at 
New Zealand University from 1963 to 1978. Then for the next nine years, he was a full time writer with a 
series of University research and writer in residence posts. In 1988, he was appointed Professor of English at 
Victoria University of Wellington. In 1997, he was Director of the University’s Research Centre, the Stout 
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Center, where he is still active. In 2000, he was made a distinguished Companion of the New Zealand Order 
of Merit.
 Vincent has had a lifelong involvement with France and French poetry. Among the poets who 
mean most to him is Baudelaire and he has written sequences of sonnets about that great nineteenth century 
engraver that Baudelaire so admired, Charles Meryon, who lived in New Zealand for three years as a naval 
officer. A frequent visited France: Vincent was the Katherine Mansfield Memorial Fellow in Menton in 1994 
and in May next year, he will be back as the Invité d’honneur at the Congrès de la Société des Anglicistes de 
l’Enseignement supérieur in Avignon.
 I shall now ask Anne Mounic, from the University of Paris 3 Sorbonne nouvelle to tell us about 
her role in the publication, for the Belles Etrangères, of two new volumes of selected poems and stories by 
Vincent O’Sullivan.

Anne Mounic: By way of introduction, I’m going to tell you how I came to translate Vincent O’Sullivan’s 
work. Then I’ll speak about the difficulties encountered in this process before offering a few remarks on the 
significance of Vincent’s work and concluding with two questions to the poet.

 As I had written a book of literary criticism containing two chapters on Katherine Mansfield, on 
whom Vincent is a great specialist, Dunstan Ward was kind enough to put me in touch with Vincent him-
self. Dunstan also asked me if I would be willing to translate Vincent’s work in order to introduce him to the 
French reading public, and I said yes. Nothing happened for a while, but then came the news that the Belles 
Etrangères 2006, an event destined to promote the translation and knowledge of foreign literature, would be 
devoted to New Zealand, and we had to hurry not to lose this opportunity. I had little time to do the whole 
work of translation. Vincent selected a few stories, among which I chose those I wanted to translate. We 
did the same for the poems. Then I had to find a publisher. Fortunately, Catherine Riza, at the Maison des 
Ecrivains, told me to get in touch with Brigitte Ouvry-Vial, at L’Inventaire. If I remember rightly, Brigitte 
phoned me at Easter and we agreed on the project, which was made possible through the help of the C.N.L. 
and, through Vincent, with aid from New Zealand.

 Now, thanks to the Belles Etrangères, a number of works by Vincent are available in French: a novel, 
Believers to the Bright Coast : Les Lumières du bout du monde, translated by Francis Kerline and published 
by Joëlle Losfeld; a short story, in the November issue of Europe, “The Professional” : “La professionnelle”, 
in my translation (this selection of New Zealand literature is edited by Pierre Furlan); Waiting for Rongo : 
En attendant Rongo, a collection of three stories, published by l’Inventaire; a few poems translated by Fran-
coise Abrial in the same issue of Europe, and That Vault of Such Pure Breath : Cette voûte de si pur respir, 
published by L’Inventaire. We should not forget the Belles Etrangères anthology edited by Pierre Furlan and 
published by Sabine Wespieser, in which you’ll find a few poems by Vincent O’Sullivan, in my translation.
 Now, translating means facing a certain number of problems and also getting an understanding of 
a literary work from the inside. Fortunately, throughout, the most sophisticated and modern technology 
served us and, though the Internet, we were able to communicate. Thus I could submit my queries to Vin-
cent, who each time answered very clearly. I asked him about some phrases, some of them specific to New 
Zealand. I also needed some information about the context: Vincent told me about the places, the social and 
political context. In this field, I found that in New Zealand and in Europe, we do not look at the world from 
the same viewpoint. We’re not really aware here of what is happening, say, in the Fiji islands and, moreover, 
we do not perceive otherness in the same way. In Europe, those we consider as “the others”, les autres, are 
immigrants, while in New Zealand, the Maoris are the native population. The immigrants are the European 
population. Translating a few modern poems from New Zealand for Andrew Johnston’s anthology, I saw 
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how the Maori presence pervades New Zealand culture and I thought of the literary category we call the 
marvellous, le merveilleux, which emerges from the confrontation with the Other.
 Another difficulty was Vincent’s somewhat elliptical style. In the stories, he proceeds through the 
juxtaposition of moments without giving any other comment. It is q sort of dialectic editing, as Eisenstein 
would have put it. Therefore, when Brigitte and I were dealing with the lay-out of the stories, during the 
re-reading of the proofs, it was essential that we should keep the spaces between the lines when shifting from 
one moment to the other. As the book is bilingual and the French translation is longer than the English 
original, you can imagine the ordeal! Sometimes, too, the pronouns referred to moments well before, one 
or two paragraphs above. In French, you cannot have such freedom with pronouns. Moreover, I had to deal 
with the author’s constant shifting to the syntax of speech, which is possible in English since the syntax is 
flexible but which is much more difficult to render in French.
 Both in the stories and the poems, I had to find the tone that I would keep throughout. Vincent’s 
diction, as I perceive it, consists of a sort of transmutation of everyday life into poetic thought. Although 
the language is simple, without affectation, free of any poetic diction, the choice of words is very careful and 
precise and obeys, as is usual in English poetry, the necessity of rhythm and musicality. I mean rhythm not 
only as the alternation of unstressed and stressed syllables but also in the broad meaning of the term as the 
arrangement of words and sounds in the flow of speech. It is, I think, impossible to produce a poetic trans-
lation if you forget about the notion of rhythm and how to re-create it, even in French. 

 It struck me that Vincent shares with the English metaphysical poets, and notably Donne, a taste 
for minute details, small objects, which become objective correlatives (Eliot’s term) in the I-and-you re-
lationship. Moreover, as I said before, his poetry is a transmutation of everyday life into poetic thought. 
I’ll come to the thought now. Some of you who attended Michael Edwards’s lecture here in October may 
remember what he said about English poetry and religion never being really dissociated, as they may be in 
French poetry. In Vincent’s stories and poems, we find allusions to religion and the Bible. I found that this 
concern – you will tell me, Vincent, if I am right – was part of a defence of the individual and the inner soul 
against the cruelty of capitalism and the reified world it is based upon and creates. Incidentally, the main 
character in “Palms and Minarets” is dressed in black, like Hamlet, whom Kierkegaard saw as the advocate 
of interiority. Yet, in the same story, religious dogma is also attacked.
 From a literary viewpoint, Vincent is very concerned with modern poetry. He mentions Valéry, 
calling him his “mentor” but also criticising him, I think, in relation to the immediate reality of life. He is 
aware of the modern perspectives in literary criticism but what seems to count above all is the existential 
source and foundation of poetry.

 I now come to my questions. First, as far as religion is concerned, as far as literary theory is concer-
ned, you seem to want the individual viewpoint to prevail, I mean the individual experience of the inner 
soul. This is clear in “Palms and Minarets”, in which all the characters in the social comedy, apart from those 
who are genuine individuals, seem to live on a screen.
 Then you seem to say that poetry creates an intermediary space between human desire and objective 
reality, a new layer of reality between the earth and the sky, on the horizon. I’m referring to your poem “The 
monastic life” and also to “Talking of Stone”, in which you quote Mandelstam. This sort of conjunction 
of immanence and transcendence is the creation of the individual in the flow of time. It is a way of giving 
reality and a visible character to time and becoming and, if we think of the senses involved in your poetry, 
we might say that the sense of touch is what conveys the reality of experience, of the I-and-you relationship 
(in “Before you go” for instance) and of the reality of becoming (in “The child in the gardens: winter”).
 Isn’t poetry, giving a voice to the individual in a world in which he runs the risk of being considered 
an object, the real means of contesting such alienation?
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Vincent O’Sullivan : Thank you, Anne, and thank you, Dr Shepheard, for your invitation and Dunstan, 
for your kind introduction. Perhaps I should say that I regret that I am imposing a kind of monoglott fra-
mework on this afternoon proceedings although I have always been vastly interested in French poetry. I am 
afraid that I did not go the British Council early enough in my life. So we are stuck with English. It often 
occurs to me that such is the irony of history that if in 1840, the French had raised a flag two weeks earlier 
than they did, the South island of New Zealand would be French and the other would be British, and there 
would be no reason to travel.
 Now Anne, your questions. Perhaps, just to mention religion first of all. It was interesting, when 
I came over, I stopped over Singapore. At the hotel, they gave me some sort of lovely idea of what would 
be my religious ideal. Within fifty yards on one street, there was a Catholic church, St Joseph, that was es-
tablished by Portuguese missionaries in 1830; a little along the road, there was a Hindu temple and, just a 
little further from that, a Buddhist temple. And there are actually people who go to all three. I do not think 
this is because they are trying to invest safely in the future but it simply that they can get satisfaction from 
which every one they happen to be attending at the time. I find that very attractive. I always say that every 
religious framework you might put yourself in, it is true for the time you are thinking about it. And then 
of course, what happens when you are not thinking about it, is no longer your business. So we do not have 
to be too zealous about eternal verities but just as a media of experience. Religion seems to me to be inse-
parable from both a moral and an aesthetic aspect. Where poetry impinges on, I like the phrase that Robert 
Frost, the great American poet, used when he said that poetry is a stay against the confusion of the universe. 
And, in other words, that seems to me that is pretty near, not entirely, but partly, the purpose of religion in 
any way, or the appeal of religion. I think we are all existentially aware of threat and terror, and we have to 
work against this in various ways. And to come at it through religion, I do not mean dogmatic religion, but 
through the mind being attuned to various religious considerations, or imagery I should say, I suppose, and 
of course through art as well. I know it might sound a bit 1890, something like art for God’s sake, or the 
reverse, but that is what I happen to more or less believe whether it is fashionable or not. And it is a way of 
coping with life and of contributing to the good side of the experience of things as well.
 And if you are a little confused, when I think of these things myself, if you finish at this point of 
confusion, there is not much point having started on the journey, it seems.

A.M.: We shall start reading with an extract from a short story called “Palms and Minarets”.

V. O’S.: Perhaps I shall just explain a little about the context of this passage for the story is told in the person 
of a man who is on the verge of what other people would consider some sort of a nervous breakdown, or 
nervous collapse. He works in a business world where profit is the important consideration but he is actually 
appalled by the behaviour of his colleague who is in charge of the advertising for a firm of packaging people. 
The colleague hits on the idea of a photograph of a child in the womb and says this is as good as packaging 
gets. He vulgarizes this image for commercial reasons. This short section, to give you an indication of how 
my prose sounds, refers to this particular moment. There is a turn on the character when he realises the di-
sagreeableness of the commercial world as he moves into another state of life completely.

 ‘We’ll go ahead then?’ my partner asked.
 ‘You’ll go ahead anyway,’ I told him. ‘Everyone else will think it’s splendid whether you kidnapped 
it from an American magazine or conceived it yourself.’
 He laughed broadly and said, ‘But you think it’s shit?’
 ‘You know what I think of it,’ I said.
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 ‘Like a bet sales are up fifteen per cent at a minimum on this fine within three months?’
 ‘I’d rather bet we’ll be into glass coffins before the year’s out,’ 1 told him. ‘Your concern for the living 
and the unborn can be carried further than this.’

 He stood with one hand on the handle of my door and his other rubbed the back of his neck while 
he clucked and shook his head. ‘Don’t know what we’re going to do with you, pardner,’ he said in a drawling 
voice.
 Before he shut the door I called to him, ‘Don’t you need the photo?’ ‘I’ve had half a dozen run off 
for Friday’s meeting,’ he said. ‘You’re welcome to it.’
 I slanted the photograph towards the light to examine it more closely. There were even little fin-
gernails on the hands, branched veins in the sac which enveloped the body. I wondered at the minute and 
intricate being which in time would become one of my partner’s people, one of our tenfold profit increase 
for total additional production costs of maybe Five per cent. And then a curious feeling stirred in my sto-
mach as I realised that of course the thing was dead. There could not be a photograph like that unless the 
child had been removed from its mother. The idea disturbed me, and yet I was amused at my partner’s self 
congratulation that our care for the people was a huddle of human meat perhaps an hour or two from the 
first workings of decomposition

A.M.: When I translated this story, I thought of the character of Oblomov in Goncharov’s novel, and of 
Hamlet also (the character is always dressed in black). I also thought of what Max Weber says on capitalism 
and the disenchantment of the world.

V. O’S: The way I would respond to that is an image, I suppose, that Rilke uses when he says that a heart 
often swaps an angel for the vanity of an empty sky. And that I suppose is the king of thing I was trying to 
suggest in the story. In order to have a certain kind of success, a certain satisfaction, what is necessary, curious 
enough, is a diminishment, not a growth of something

- Ca marche, alors ? demanda mon associé.
- Tu n’y renonceras pas, de toute façon, lui dis-je. Tout le monde pensera que c’est magnifique, que tu l’aies 
pris dans un magazine américain ou que tu l’aies conçu toi-même.
 Il rit grassement et dit : « Mais tu penses que c’est de la merde ? »
- Tu sais ce que j’en pense, lui répondis-je.
- Tu paries que dans cette branche les ventes vont augmenter de quinze pour cent dans les trois mois ?
- Je parierais plutôt que nous finirons avant la fin de l’année dans des cercueils de verre, lui répondis-je. Vu 
ton intérêt pour les vivants et ceux qui ne le sont pas encore, tu es capable d’aller encore plus loin que ça.
 Il se tenait à la porte, une main sur la poignée, de l’autre se frottant la nuque, en claquant la langue 
et secouant la tête.
- Je me demande ce que nous allons faire de toi, mon vieux, dit-il d’une voix traînante.
 Avant qu’il ferme la porte, je lui criai : « Tu n’as pas besoin de la photo ? »
- J’en ai fait tirer une demi-douzaine pour la réunion de vendredi, répliqua-t-il. Tu peux la garder.
 J’inclinai le cliché sous la clarté afin de l’examiner de plus près. On voyait même de petits ongles 
sur les mains, des ramifications veineuses sur l’enveloppe qui ceignait le corps. Je m’émerveillai de cet être 
minuscule et complexe qui, à son heure, ferait partie des ces « gens » auxquels s’adressait mon associé et qui 
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contribuaient à la multiplication par dix de nos profits sur dix années pour une augmentation totale des 
coûts de production de cinq pour cent peut-être. Et alors, je fus pris d’une curieuse sensation, d’un haut-
le-cœur, en me rendant compte que, naturellement, la créature était morte. Impossible de prendre une telle 
photo d’un enfant qu’on aurait pas retiré du ventre de sa mère. L’idée me troubla et cependant, je m’amusai 
de l’autosatisfaction de mon associé quant à notre souci des gens, souci qui se montait à un petit paquet de 
viande humaine destiné à être touché d’ici une heure ou deux par les premiers symptômes de la décomposi-
tion.

From « Palms and Minarets », Waiting for Rongo / En attendant Rongo. Trois nouvelles.
Sélection de Vincent O’Sullivan.
Traduction et postface d’Anne Mounic. Paris : L’Inventaire, 2006.
A.M.: Now we are going to read a few poems.

V. O’S.: Perhaps, before we move into poems, I should say – it is always interesting to know how a poet re-
gards form. To me, form is an essential part of poetry. Without any consideration for it, you are not writing 
poetry. Again, to quote Robert Frost, as he was asked why he insisted on considering form, he answered it 
was because you were not supposed to play tennis without a net. He also said half the fun is in how you say 
a thing. And I think it is both the challenge and the satisfaction of form that appeal to me in writing. I know 
that sometimes when we are acting as academics, we would go on and on about themes and motifs, that sort 
of things, but really that seems to me to be really quite a long way from the page on which the actual poem 
appears. It is the same with our interest in literary theory. Theory is to poetry, it seems to me, as statistics 
are to an individual life. It is not saying that they are not valid; it is just that they are not necessarily that 
interesting.
 I tend to use four-stressed lines, partly because if you use a five-stressed line in English, this is in-
viting unfortunate comparisons and the four-stressed line seems to me the form that most naturally fits in 
with conversational English. If you are using three beats, or five beats, the reader can always sort of pick this 
up and they know that you have entered into some obvious pattern but with four stresses in English, I think 
it does give you more freedom. You are both involved in form and yet you get the freedom from that form 
at the same time. I hope it does not sound too trite to mention that but it is interesting to know about what 
a poet thinks about what he is doing. And form of course is, as Herman Melville said, the preserving salt. 
It is all very well having something to say but the way you say it has to be memorable or in a form which 
gives some kind of pleasure for its own sake. Which leads me to the point about which we often forget or 
do not insist enough and that is what philosophers have always known about art, and liked and disliked it 
for that reason, I mean the play element. Poetry does not have to do anything. You know that marvellous 
quotation that poetry is to prose as dancing is to walking. We do not dance to get anywhere. We just dance 
for its own sake. That is what poetry is after all, that is the dance of language, the delight in patterns. And as 
with dancing, there might be ulterior motives as well but primarily I think form is both to try and give some 
memorable pattern to what you are saying and also to give pleasure. It gratifies that play instinct that we all 
carry with us from childhood.

A.M.: With the four-stressed line, you are closer to song with the rhythm of the ballad, the alternation of 
four-stressed and three-stressed lines…

V. O’S.: Yes, you can sort of approximate song and so on, and especially through strict repetitions of any 
number of stresses. For myself, not the most important but an important thing on poetry is to try not to 
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get the language too far removed from the language we use every day. And yet at the same time, to move it 
enough so that it draws attention to that for its own sake, so that in other words, it has one foot in the world 
of ordinary experience, of ordinary language but at the same time, it has the freedom, like the other leg of 
the compass, to move round doing other things.

A.M.: And how difficult is it to be at the same time an academic and a poet?

V. O’S.: I think it is rather an unfortunate state to be. It is like asking Mr Hyde what it is like to be a doctor. 
There is something slightly unnatural about work anyway but we have to make a living. It is not the best 
way for a writer to live, I think, because you are constantly aware of or confronted by much larger talents 
than your own when you are teaching much of the time. And I am not even talking of the temperament of 
colleagues who sometimes do not care for writers.

A.M.: Shall we start with “The Reader on the Beach”?

V. O’S.: This is some sort of intellectual poem, in a sense, that is relating very obviously to another poem 
that I have read. Most of my poetry does not quite have that sort of literary aspect, or comment, as this one 
does. I am going to read the English and Anne is going to read the translation.

The Reader on the Beach

Our mentor M. Valéry found it impossible – he says so –
to take objects seriously qua objects.
A dove will never be more than a dove,
a bird given to awkward and repetitive occasions
until its foot prints cuneiform
we may later read the bird from
in the reality of clay, which the dull bird
renders interesting because of rain
that morning, and the steaming acrid smell
of cemetery mud, and the needles of the pines
running quick points of wet fire.
While?
 Yes, while the sea slopes off
like a roof under which all possible words arrive,
finned and predatory and placid.
Can you imagine however, maître,
such prints on the ocean’s roof?
‘Observe,’ he says, ‘where the dove moves white
as a sail pecking at the swell,
though from here only its rare, triangular wing.’

The book has been closed all morning.
So too the eyes who read it.
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(The watery sound of doves insistent, somewhere.)
Eyes closed against the sunlight, pinkish
sails full, at last, with everything not there.

A.M.: Reading and translating this poem, I had the impression that you admired Valéry but were at the same 
time critical of his outlook.

V. O’S.: Oh, not at all, I am very admiring of it, and I suppose I was just aware of the enormous distance 
between the way we usually think and someone who can think both symbolically and with such complex 
dealing with the real as Valéry does.

Le lecteur sur la plage

Notre mentor M. Valéry trouvait impossible (c’est ce qu’il dit)
de prendre au sérieux les objets qua objets.
Une colombe ne sera jamais davantage qu’une colombe,
oiseau s’adonnant à ses occupations, de façon répétitive et sans à-propos,
jusqu’à ce qu’il imprime de la patte une écriture cunéiforme
qui nous le révèle ensuite
dans la réalité de l’argile, que le terne animal
rend intéressante grâce à la pluie
ce matin-là, et la fumante odeur âcre
de la boue du cimetière, les aiguilles des pins
diffusant des pointes vives de feu humide.
Tandis que ?
          Oui, tandis que la mer à l’oblique s’efface
comme un toit sous lequel arrivent tous les mots possibles,
avec ailerons, prédateurs et tranquilles.
Imaginez-vous cependant, maître*,
ces empreintes sur le toit de l’océan ?
« Observez, » dit-il, « où marche la colombe, blanche
comme foc picorant l’écume,
bien qu’on ne voie ici que son aile rare, triangulaire. »

Le livre, toute la matinée, est demeuré fermé.
De même que les yeux qui le lisent.
(Les sons aquatiques des colombes, sans cesse, quelque part.)
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Les yeux clos dans la clarté solaire, des focs
rosâtres, pleins, enfin, de tout ce qui s’absente.

* En français dans le texte.

V. O’S. : This next poem is a much straightforward lyrical love poem, I suppose.

Before you go

If you give me an apple that would do.
An apple you’ve picked yourself.

Or one of those apricots that feels
warm as a hand when you take

it up from the table on the veranda.
It says ‘afternoon’ any time of night

or day. If you gave me one of those
I wouldn’t mind. Because it is February

and a week of your walking around
the house, your feet naked on the boards,

seems a fair slice of life. An apple
will do. Or an apricot. Before you go.

Avant que tu t’en ailles

Si tu me donnes une pomme, cela ira.
Une pomme que tu auras cueillie toi-même.

Ou bien l’un de ces abricots, celui-ci, chaud
comme la main quand tu le prends

sur la table de la véranda.
Il dit « après-midi » à n’importe quelle heure de la nuit

ou de la journée. Si tu me donnais l’un de ceux-là,
ce ne serait pas de refus. Parce que nous sommes en février

et une semaine à te voir te promener autour
de la maison, pieds nus sur les planches,
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voici à mon avis une belle part de vie. Une pomme,
cela ira. Ou un abricot. Avant que tu t’en ailles.

V. O’S. : This next poem, which is called “Talking of Stone”, does not really relate to the story that a Russian 
friend told me. It came out, I suppose, from a family connection, a Jewish woman from Moscow, a friend of 
Pasternak’s. She told me the story of how Pasternak received a phone call at two in the morning. The voice 
said: “Comrade Stalin speaking.” So naturally, he was a little apprehensive. He said simply: “Do you think 
Mandelstam is a genius?” An impossible question to ask a writer about another writer. He said: “I don’t know 
if he is a genius but I think he is a very great writer. And Stalin said: “If I was a writer, I’d defend my friends.” 
And put the phone down. Mandelstam was taken off to the camps. Pasternak had to live with this for a long 
time, which has always struck me as a very good illustration of the kind of experience writers in countries 
that are not free as our countries have to go through. We have no conception at all of what it must be. We 
can read all the books we like and the only way you get some indication of that kind of experience is in the 
poetry of the great Russians of last century.
 So this poem of course has nothing to do with that but it was sparked off by my interest to say about 
this bizarre, extraordinary courageous personality. The little phrase kamen na kamen is the Russian for “stone 
upon stone”, in one of his poems. And this is Notre-Dame in Paris he is talking about.

Talking of stone

Mandelstam looking at Notre-Dame
thought how heaviness was evil,
how architecture’s hoisting light
from the back of shade was to come
at beauty: each breath raised the stone
a fraction, each breath which is
more, however little, than the man
who breathes it, raises it,
see, so horizons fatten
between earth and sky.
   At the end
of a lifetime’s breathing as a man
ideally would like to breathe (on his
own terms, to his own words), it
is there, writing the skyline, it is
there about him, that vault of such
pure breath, such redeemed stone!
On the sky’s edge a cathedral
so tall we absorb it, stone 
upon stone,
        kamen na kamen.
Yet blood as you always knew,
putting it bluntly, slips its red
flag from the lightness of earth’s things.
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En parlant de la pierre

Mandelstam en regardant Notre-Dame
songea que le poids était le mal,
que la lumière de l’architecture s’élevant
du fond d’ombre devait atteindre
la beauté : chaque souffle éleva d’un peu
la pierre, chaque souffle, qui 
surpasse, même menu, l’homme
qui le produit, l’élève,
voyez, de sorte que les horizons prennent corps
entre terre et ciel.
      A la fin
d’une existence à respirer comme un homme
dans l’idéal aimerait respirer (selon lui,
par ses propres mots), la voici,
calligraphiant la ligne des toits, la voici
près de lui, cette voûte de si 
pur respir, rédemption de pierre !
A la lisière du ciel, cathédrale
si haute que nous nous en imprégnons, pierre
par pierre, 
      kamen na kamen.
Le sang pourtant, comme jamais vous ne l’avez ignoré,
pour le dire sans ambages, dégage furtivement
son drapeau rouge de la légèreté des choses de ce monde.

V. O’S. : The next poem I shall read is called “The Child in the gardens: Winter”. I wrote this because I had 
been reading a book about Eden and the number of poems in which Eden is a place we always hate to leave, 
the enchanted garden of childhood, and this is a sort of reversing of the Eden notion, considering that it a 
garden of childhood from which we cannot get out soon enough, the sort of negative side of Eden which 
poets are less likely to emphasize.

The child in the gardens: winter

How sudden, this entering the fallen
gardens for the first time, to feel the blisters
of the world’s father, as his own hand
does. It is everything dying at once,
the slimed pond and the riffling of leaves,
shoes drenched across sapless stalks.
It is what you will read a thousand times.
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You will come to think, who has not stood
there, holding that large hand, not said
Can’t we go back? I don’t like this place.
Your voice sounds like someone else’s. You
rub a sleeve against your cheek, you want
him to laugh, to say, ‘The early stars can’t hurt
us, they are further than trains we hear
on the clearest of nights.’ We are in a story
called Father, We Must Get Out.
Leaves scritch at the red walls,
a stone lady lies near the pond, eating
dirty grass. It is too sudden, this
walking into time for its first lesson,
its brown wind, its scummed nasty
paths. You know how lovely yellow
is your favourite colour, the kitchen at home.
You touch the big gates as you leave,
the trees stand on their bones, the shoulders
on the vandaled statue are huge cold
eggs. Nothing there wants to move.
You touch the gates and tell them, We
are not coming back to this place. Are we, Dad?

L’enfant au jardin public : l’hiver

Comme soudain nous entrons au jardin public
déchu, pour la première fois, pour sentir les ampoules
du père du monde, comme sa propre main
les éprouve. C’est que tout meurt à la fois,
l’étang couvert de vase et le frôlement des feuilles,
les souliers trempés à fouler les tiges mortes.
C’est ce que tu vas lire des milliers de fois.
Et tu en viendras à penser : qui ne s’est pas trouvé là,
tenant cette grande main ; qui n’a pas dit :
Ne pouvons-nous pas rentrer ? Je n’aime pas cet endroit.
Ta voix ressemble à celle d’un autre. Tu 
frottes ta joue contre ta manche, tu as envie
qu’il rie, qu’il dise : « Les premières étoiles ne peuvent nous faire du mal,
elles, plus lointaines que les trains qu’on entend
par les nuits les plus claires. » Nous voici dans le récit
qui a pour titre Papa, il nous faut partir.
Les feuilles frottent contre les murs rouges,
une dame de pierre est couchée près de l’étang, mangeant
de l’herbe sale. C’est trop soudain, cette
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intrusion dans le temps pour une première leçon,
son vent bistre, ses méchantes allées
crasseuses. Tu sais combien le jaune joli
est ta couleur préférée, la cuisine à la maison.
Tu passes la main sur les grandes grilles en partant,
les arbres juchent sur leur squelette, les épaules
de la statue vandalisée ont l’air d’immenses œufs
froids. Rien là n’a le désir de remuer.
Tu passes la main sur les grilles et leur dis : Nous
n’allons pas revenir ici. Hein, Papa ?

V. O’S. : I am always fascinated by how people erect systems of belief for themselves and then believe with 
such certainty that they can hardly conceive of someone not sharing that particular approach. And in fact the 
madder such systems are, the more fascinating they seem to be. So the story of “The Monastic Life” is that 
of a man who created his particular framework out of his love for elephants. It is crazy

The monastic life

A man visited the elephant house at the Auckland zoo.
He admired the animal almost beyond reason.
He loved the indecision of the trunk, the shuffle
from foot to foot to hold the temple intact.
He liked the tiny tail, as though from somewhere else.
He was not a rich man. He re-mortgaged to visit
zoos in different cities. He needed, he said, to check
elephant against elephant, to ensure the first
that he saw was a fair and consistent instance.
But if zoos were in collusion? true to type
yet grossly furnished with defective exempla?
He went on safari. He witnessed elephant
birth. He saw breath crush from the cathedral
of an aged bull, brought down by ergot
poisoning. But peace of mind
was never on. The man could no more hold
‘elephant’ as a verifiable concept than he could
the living herd in the palm of his hand.
His wife suggested horses as a more manageable
obsession. But no, the man insisted
he had not come this far as devotee to waste
time on fetlocks. Elephants, he said,
at least have grandeur, massive grayness, un-
assailable grace. His definition came down
to this: No elephant was required to meet
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human demand. We aspire. They are there.
An elephant, au fond, is theology that sways.

A.M.: I had to ponder for a long time about the translation of the last line. It was difficult to find an equi-
valent for “that sways”.

La vie monastique

Un homme visita la maison des éléphants au zoo d’Auckland.
Il admira l’animal de façon quasiment déraisonnable.
Il adora l’hésitation de la trompe, la pesante oscillation,
d’une patte sur l’autre, pour préserver le temple.
Il aima la queue minuscule, comme si elle venait d’ailleurs.
Ce n’était pas un homme riche. Il empruntait à chaque fois pour visiter 
les zoos dans différentes villes. Il lui fallait, disait-il, vérifier
chaque éléphant l’un après l’autre, pour s’assurer que le premier 
qu’il avait vu offrait un exemple cohérent et convenable.
Mais si les zoos s’entendaient sur son dos ? Fidèles à l’espèce,
mais largement dotés de spécimens défectueux ?
Il partit en safari. Il assista à la naissance
de l’éléphant. Il vit le souffle abandonner
la cathédrale d’un vieux mâle, terrassé par l’ergot de seigle,
ce poison. Mais n’obtint pas
la tranquillité d’esprit. L’homme ne pouvait pas plus tenir
« éléphant » comme concept vérifiable qu’il ne le pouvait,
dans la paume de sa main, le troupeau vivant.
Sa femme lui suggéra les chevaux comme obsession 
plus maniable, mais non, l’homme affirma
qu’il n’était pas allé aussi loin dans la dévotion pour perdre
du temps sur le boulet du cheval. Les éléphants, déclara-t-il,
possèdent au moins de la grandeur, une masse de gris,
une grâce imprenable. Et voici au bout du compte
sa définition : Aucun éléphant n’est contraint de satisfaire
l’exigence humaine. Nos formons des vœux. Ils sont là.
L’éléphant, au fond, est théologie qui balance.

V. O’S. : In the final grouping, we shall start with a poem called « Still waiting ». I suppose that in some sort 
of sense, it is allegorical of the notion of ageing and thinking that we are going to arrive at a point of truth, 
which of course we never do. We simply get older.
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Still waiting, are we?

It is so pointless, they will tell you,
for hours at a time to watch the poplar
lengthen across the lawn, so the cold
inside the shadow and the warmth of the tree
still blazed in six o’clock flare up
descant each to each:
            all right, you tell them,
admit that to look from the window at whatever
is much as it always is, providing
‘always’ is something else from time
to time – but to look, yes, to the westing,
the wasting away –
        (like knives at a distance,
at a stone, its centre hollowed at so,
so very much lisping, lapsing, whatever time
does, however you say it, sharpening,
wearing away).
  But the window,
the quiet so a boat ticks on the river
half a mile downstream, a heifer’s bellowing
brash beauty, say, for all that –
    an answer,
is that what you’d call it, are you after
that? ‘Still at your window,’ they say, ‘can’t
you give it a rest?’ Not on your life, tell them,
not on your earthly.

A.M.: I would compare this poem with “Palms and Minarets”, with the will to feel time passing.

Toujours l’attente, non ?

Cela ne rime vraiment à rien, vous dira-t-on,
de regarder le peuplier des heures d’affilée
s’étirer sur la pelouse, de sorte que le froid 
dans l’ombre et la chaleur de l’arbre
encore vive dans l’embrasement de six heures
l’un l’autre se décantent :
       d’accord, répliquez-vous,
vous admettez que de regarder par la fenêtre toute chose
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à peu près semblable à ce qu’elle est toujours, pourvu 
que ce « toujours » se modifie de temps
à autre – mais regarder, oui, le déplacement vers l’ouest,
le dépérissement –
         (comme couteaux au lointain,
sur une pierre, tant creusée au cœur,
tant de langues trébuchant, de choses caduques, quoi que fasse
le temps, de quelque manière que vous le disiez, s’aiguisent,
s’usent.)
   Mais la fenêtre,
le silence qui laisse entendre un bateau voguant au ralenti sur le fleuve
à quelques centaines de mètres en aval, le meuglement d’une génisse
à l’outrecuidante beauté, disons, malgré tout –
      une réponse,
est-ce là ce que vous diriez, ce que vous cherchez ?
« Encore à ta fenêtre, » dit-on, « pas possible
de faire autre chose ? » Jamais de la vie, affirmez-le,
jamais de la vie, sur cette terre.

From That Vault of Such Pure Breath / Cette voûte de si pur respir. 
Sélection de Vincent O’Sullivan. Introduction et traduction d’Anne Mounic.
Paris : L’Inventaire, 2006.

V. O’S: This next poem is called “Late Romantic”. I called it that way because it is a poem about the moon. 
And it seems to me that by this stage we should have given up writing moon poems. I realized that when 
writing about the moon, I was trying to resurrect a very old, and perhaps outmoded, image. You think that 
until you look at the moon itself and think you are watching it for the first time.

Late Romantic

The moon mightn’t be so fat if it wasn’t for what we fed it. 
The parked car on the lip of a hillside, 
the river down there like a spoon raising light ...

The expanse of January paddocks shaved as a monk,
the expectations of Easter rising and rising,
the Parthenon on a postcard like the skeletons of ten dogs ...

It slips down the sides of houses easy as a brush. 
It pours so a lover on a veranda in Horowhenua 
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breathes Christ! bathed solely in such election.

First time we hold a child while its eyes glitter
with its first puffed moon, we begin to tell it stories. 
Someone says ‘Aegean’ and we fancy night varnished yellow.

Yet raise your hand or both hands so the moon is covered, 
so the shape of your hands is edged in pale gloves ... 
darkness pours to fill its absence as though filling a bowl.

Darkness thus becomes a moon we know by touch. 
Moon’s braille seeps in at our fingers, 
our blood sparkles as its lake.

Which is saying once sec it, you sec it still.
A million after a million after a million sec it.
Our adjectives maggot at moonlight till the old bone seethes

Romantique tardif

La lune pourrait n’être pas si grasse si nous ne l’avions pas si bien nourrie.
L’automobile garée sur la lèvre du coteau,
le fleuve dans la vallée comme une cuillère soulevant la lumière…

L’étendue des enclos de janvier, en sa tonsure monacale,
l’espérance pascale qui lève, ne cesse,
le Parthénon sur carte postale, tel le squelette de dix chiens…

Glisse sur le flanc des maisons avec l’aisance d’une brosse.
Se déverse de telle sorte qu’à l’amant sous la véranda à Horowhena 
il échappe : « Mon Dieu ! » baigné qu’il est en cette exclusive élection.

La première fois que nous tenons un enfant dont luisent les yeux
à voir sa première lune ballon, nous nous mettons à lui conter des histoires.
Quelqu’un dit : « Egéenne » et nous imaginons la nuit de jaune vernie.

Pourtant, levez la main, ou bien les deux, jusqu’à en couvrir l’astre,
de sorte que leur forme se nimbe de gants pâles…
la ténèbre coule pour combler l’absence, comme on emplit un bol.

L’ombre se transforme ainsi en lune à connaître par le toucher.
Et la lune en braille de s’infiltrer au travers des doigts,
notre sang comme son lac brasillant.

Ce qui veut dire : une fois vue, vue toujours.
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Des millions de fois pour des millions de gens.
Nos adjectifs, asticots à la lune, jusqu’à ce que frémisse le vieux squelette. 

V. O’S. : I should have mentioned earlier on that the seasons of course are occurring at different times. Othe-
rwise you might think that the poem about moonlight in a field in January might be a different poem. The 
next poem is called “The day my father died”. It was part of a long sequence and is quite self-explanatory, I 
think.

On the day my father died a flame-tree
with ifs stiff immaculate flares cupped over
the leafless branches outside the hospital window
said far us several things voice could not get round to,

yet not only and not foremost the riding of life 
above the stark branches nor the perfect Fin 
once the work is done, as though time’s shining
is when the match is struck and is over, so.

It spoke, each opening red fist only feet from dying, 
of small errors, of mornings forgotten by afternoon, 
of words taken or words put down lightly 
as a glass, or laid like a single log on a ire,

or touched as the head of a child absently
while other words moved on; the looks,
brushings, immediate treasure, the cusps of morning
lifting as sky lightens the withholding free.

Le jour où mourut mon père, un flamboyant
aux raides flammes immaculées posées comme corolles
sur les branches dénudées devant la fenêtre de l’hôpital
dit pour nous plusieurs choses dont la voix ne pouvait trouver le temps,

pas seulement toutefois, pas avant tout, la chevauchée de la vie
sur les mornes branches, ni la perfection du mot Fin 
une fois l’œuvre accomplie, comme si brillait le temps
une fois l’allumette craquée, puis consumée, de la sorte.

L’arbre parla, chaque poing rouge s’ouvrant à quelque distance de mourir,
des petites erreurs, des matins que l’après-midi oublie,
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des mots saisis, ou bien doucement posés
comme un verre, ou placés sur le feu, comme une seule bûche,

ou effleurés comme, sans y songer, la tête d’un enfant
tandis que viennent d’autres mots ; l’allure,
frôlements, trésor immédiat, les cornes lunaires au matin
s’atténuant comme le ciel éclaircit l’arbre sur la réserve.

From Vincent O’Sullivan, « Motus, c’est bien elle », Douze écrivains néo-zélandais : Les Belles Etrangères. 
Traduction Anne Mounic. Paris : Sabine Wespieser, 2006.

V. O’S. : This is another elegy which is perfectly self-contained. There is nothing to add. It is called “Elegy: 
Again”.

Elegy: again

You are on a railway platform
in the driest country we had ever seen.
We stand in the heat by a row of shagged
pot plants and think how green

was always the colour as you came to mind,
a green coat once by a corner in Florence
when you didn’t see me, leaning towards a match.
You are ten yards away and ah, the distance,

even then; or our lying side by side,
your hair that I joked was like a fire
stalking a step behind you, a smoky
brilliance even now, when words like ‘desire’

are husks, shells, dead tongues,
as once we reached them down from the living
tree, the green sky, and our hands
brushing like something scorched, loving

without the palaver of having to say.
And the utter ashes of it now, the same
as if I’d read about someone else, un-
moved. And you, caged in freedoms beyond flame.
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Elégie : à nouveau

Te voici sur un quai de gare
dans le pays le plus aride que nous ayons jamais vu.
Nous voici debout dans la chaleur, près d’une rangée
de plantes en pot, des broussailles, et je songe au vert,

cette couleur qui toujours te fut associée,
manteau vert jadis à l’angle d’une rue de Florence,
cette fois où tu ne m’avais pas vu, penché sur la flamme d’une allumette.
Tu te trouves à une dizaine de mètres ; ah, la distance,

même alors. Ou bien nous voici étendus l’un près de l’autre,
ta chevelure que je comparais en plaisantant à un embrasement
te poursuivant, éclat cendré,
encore maintenant, alors que des mots comme « désir »

ne sont que cosses, coquilles, langues mortes,
puisqu’un jour, nous les avons décrochés de l’arbre
de vie, le ciel vert et nos mains
se frôlant comme brûlées, alors que nous nous aimions

sans le souci du discours pour le dire.
Et désormais, de tout cela, rien que cendres, comme si
ce que j’avais lu en concernait un autre, me laissant
de marbre. Et toi, dans ta prison de libertés transcendant la flamme.

From That Vault of Such Pure Breath / Cette voûte de si pur respir. 
Sélection de Vincent O’Sullivan. Introduction et traduction d’Anne Mounic.
Paris : L’Inventaire, 2006.

V. O’S : And we shall finish with a more recent poem from my next volume. It is a poem called “Not one to 
let on” but I think, Anne, you are going to read the translation first.
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Motus, c’est bien elle

Il dit à l’enfant : « Ecoute, quand tu dévoiles 
un secret, cela revient à te défaire
d’un vêtement pour le tendre à quelqu’un d’autre,
et jamais tu ne le reverras,
vois-tu ce que je veux dire ? Et si tu offres 
tous tes secrets, tu offres tout
ce qui t’empêche de frissonner par les frimas,
et il ne te reste rien à ôter quand il fait
si chaud que tu te dis : « Je vais m’écrouler
si je n’ôte pas un vêtement. »
    « Les secrets sont-ils donc si importants ? »
demanda l’enfant. L’homme lui répondit alors :
« Tellement que je regrette presque de t’avoir
dit cela. »
 Et la fillette, qui avait quatre 
ou cinq ans, qui n’était ni plus intelligente que les autres enfants,
ni retardée pour son âge, regarda droit
devant elle, consciente qu’une chose importante
se faisait jour pour la première fois, une chose concernant
les adultes, les mensonges, les secrets 
de sa mère, très différents de ceux
de son père, car sa mère n’avait-elle pas affirmé,
ne lui avait-elle pas dit, ne serait-ce qu’hier,
qu’un secret était une vraie rareté
qu’il te fallait porter ; si tu en possédais suffisamment,
si les autres gens t’en confiaient assez des leurs,
tu ressemblais à la reine à la télévision,
debout sur un mouvant monticule de fleurs,
une baguette magique à la main, le soleil se montrant
si elle avait envie de le faire paraître en son sourire.
Voici l’importance que tu prends à l’instant où quelqu’un te confie
ses secrets. Sa mère portait sa chemise de nuit
quand, la serrant ses bras, elle lui fit cette révélation.
Puis il fut temps qu’elle aille chez son père
et l’autre dame, même si cela encore est un secret.
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Not one to let on

He told the child, ‘Listen, when you give
a secret away it’s like taking off something 
you wear and handing it to someone else, 
and you’re never going to get it back, 
you know what I mean? And if you give 
all your secrets, you’ve given everything 
that stops you shivering when it’s cold, 
and nothing’s left to take off when it’s 
so hot you think `I’ll fall over if I don’t 
take something off’
  ‘Secrets are that important?’
the child said, and the man told her
‘So important I nearly wish I hadn’t told
you that.’
                And the child who was four
or five, neither clever among other children 
nor slow for her age, looked straight 
ahead, knowing that something important 
was dawning for the first time, something 
about grown-ups and lies and her mother’s 
secrets which were very different to her 
father’s, because hadn’t her mother said, 
hadn’t she told her only yesterday 
that a secret was something extra special
that you had to wear; if you had enough secrets,
if other people gave you enough of theirs, 
you were litre the queen on television 
who stood on a moving hill of flowers 
and carried a wand and the sun came 
out if she felt litre smiling it out, 
you are that important when someone tells you 
secrets. Her mother wearing her nightdress 
when she hugged her and told her that. 
And then it was time to go to her father’s,
and the other lady’s, although that is still a secret.

From Vincent O’Sullivan, « Motus, c’est bien elle », Douze écrivains néo-zélandais : Les Belles Etrangères. 
Traduction Anne Mounic. Paris : Sabine Wespieser, 2006.


